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2.1 | CUSTOMER AND EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCE (CX/EX)

- Stakeholder and Community Engagement

- Marketing and Outreach
  - Robbie Searcy: Public Information Specialist Sr
  - Juan Rodriguez: Digital Graphic Designer
  - Brett Buchanan: Content Strategist / Designer

- Neighborhood Assistance
  - Carol Gibbs: Dev Svcs Process Coord

- Customer Assistance
  - Marie Jaramillo: Customer Solutions Coord
  - Robyn Diaz: Business Process Consultant

- Affordable Housing
  - Vacant: Dev Svcs Process Coord

- Residential
  - Vacant: Dev Svcs Process Coord

- Small Business
  - Vacant: Dev Svcs Process Coord
  - Natalie Rodriguez: Dev Svcs Process Coord
  - Cole Hubbard: Dev Svcs Process Coord

- Vacant Temporaries
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5.1 | CONSTRUCTION & ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTIONS
✓ Site and Subdivision Inspections

Denise Lucas
Director

Rick Holloway
Assistant Director

Kat Anderson
Business Process Specialist

Julie Lipton
Business Process Consultant Sr

John Paul Cruz
Construction & Insp Svc Pgm Mgr

Mariya Becker
Customer Service Rep

Joe Campos
Inspection Supervisor

Ken Brewer
Inspection Supervisor

Stephen Ramirez
Inspection Supervisor

Tom Darity
Inspector C

Alfredo Govea
Inspector C

Gary Darity
Inspector C

Neal Anderson
Inspector C

Kevin Ray
Inspector C

Terry Faz
Inspector C

Telly Ortiz
Inspector C

Taps Inspections

Robar Muado
Inspector C

Perkins Sexton
Inspector C

Christopher Davis
Inspector C
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